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🌳Breathe🌳 
 
The biggest threat to our country today is the GOP 
 
Trump & his coterie of criminals have done more in 2
years to weaken the US than the Soviet Union was able to
achieve in decades 
 
Nadler:’Very substantial evidence' Trump is 'guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors,'
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🌳Breathe2🌳 

 

Schiff: Trump is "essentially an unindicted co-conspirator" in the Cohen case and that

SDNY may have to reopen its investigation into campaign finance violations after

Trump leaves office, and DOJ "will have to weigh whether to indict the former

president."

🌳Breathe3🌳 

 

US to deploy troops to Saudi Arabia in face of ‘credible’ regional threats
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US to dep oy t oops to Saud ab a ace o c ed b e eg o a t eats

 

Washington says move will provide ‘an additional deterrent’ in face of ‘emergent’

risks 

 

Russia's Secret Intelligence Agency Hacked: 'Largest Data Breach In Its History'

🌳Breathe4🌳 

 

$5M worth of gold seized by UK police on trail of drugs cartel 

 

Alexander Temerko presents as an opponent of Brexit but voiced strong support for

Boris Johnson’s bid for a hard Brexit, praised senior RU intel officials & discussed his

past work w/ the Kremlin.
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🌳Breathe5🌳 

 

Troll farms ID a controversial issue, (race, gender, choice, etc ) foreign agents then

make sure SOCMED accts are ready, "to pollute those debates w/ bad info & make

our positions more extreme by picking fights, or 'trolling' people online," per to the

DHS warning

🌳Breathe6🌳 

 

As Trump’s reliable sycophant, Rubio drags us further into the president’s swamp —

he won’t call president’s “go back” tweets racist 

 

Racism is a potent drug. It got Trump elected & could win him a 2nd term: Montel

Williams 

 

Mueller: DEMs Will Focus on Trump's O of J
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🌳Breathe7🌳 

 

Arron Banks & the unofficial Brexit campaign Leave. EU have issued a legal threat

against streaming giant Netflix in relation to The Great Hack, a new documentary

about the Cambridge Analytica scandal and the abuse of personal data 

 

Good luck w/ that! 🙄
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🌳Breathe8🌳 

 

Hackers breach FSB contractor, expose Tor deanonymization project & more 

 

SyTech, the hacked CO, was working on research projects for the FSB, RU’s intel

service. 

 

The Shell Game: Untangling Epstein’s Offshore Money Web 

 

British Airways flights to Cairo cancelled
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🌳Breathe9🌳 

 

German Chancellor Angela Markel has used the 75th anniversary of the most famous

plot to assassinate Adolf Hitler to call on citizens to counter rising right-wing

extremism. 

 

Hong Kong police make 'largest ever' seizure of explosives on eve of protests
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🌳Breathe10🌳 

 

British Airways & Lufthansa abruptly suspended flights to Cairo over security

concerns, but did not reveal why. 

 

Kosovo's PM quits after being called to Hague war crimes court 

 

FL sheriff launches inv’n into handling of Epstein work release

🌳Breathe11🌳 
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Federal judge temporarily halts DEMs’ subpoenas of Trump financial records 

 

Tesla Ignored Drug Cartel Trafficking, $37M Theft. 

 

Gold seized by NCA at Heathrow as part of international cartel investigation 

 

Bulgaria tax hacking: An entire nation was hit

🌳Breathe12🌳 

 

Trump tells aides to look for big spending cuts in 2nd term, sowing confusion abt

budget priorities 

 

A Glen Burnie man stole, hoarded millions of CLAS NSA docs sentenced to 9 years in

fed prison 

 

Broward Sheriff’s Office deputy killed in cruiser crash w/ pickup.
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🌳Breathe13🌳 

 

Ohio State engineering school collaborates with nuclear company to speed up space

travel. 

 

LGBTQ pride parade in Bialystok, Poland, met by far right attacks 

 

13 Philadelphia police officers who made racist, offensive Facebook posts to be fired

🌳Breathe14🌳 

 

Argentina designates Hezbollah as terrorist org. 

 

Trump Employs an Old Tactic: Using Race for Gain 
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Epstein Saga: Will Anyone Else Be Ensnared? 

 

Hearing set for 7/24 in long-running defamation lawsuit 

Claims that names of ‘prominent individuals’ may be revealed

🌳Breathe15🌳 

 

People who know those involved say Epstein’s connex to 2 US presidents ran thru

one bubbly British heiress: Ghislaine Maxwell 

 

The MS plaintiffs are unequivocally correct that the system was designed to suppress

their electoral power.
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🌳Breathe16🌳 

 

GOP megadonors pour money into Trump campaign 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EACuvSbUwAQkPUx.jpg


Marvel Entertainment Chairman Ike Perlmutter is a Trump megadonor. 

You may recognize him as one of the VA “Shadow Rulers” from Mar-a-Lago. 

 

West VA poverty gets worse under Trump economy, not better

🌳Breathe17🌳 

 

Chaos and bloodshed in HK district as 100s of masked men assault protesters,

journalists, residents 

 

Imran Khan visits Trump’s WH amid hopes for a reset in US/Pakistan ties 

 

Waco resident gets census test w/citizenship question, despite SC blocking ? on 2020

Census
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🏵Rep Adam Schiff🏵 

 

Kyle Griffin
@kylegriffin1

Adam Schiff says Trump is "essentially an unindicted co-
conspirator" in the Cohen case and that SDNY may have to 
reopen its investigation into campaign finance violations after 
Trump leaves office, and DOJ "will have to weigh whether to 
indict the former president." 
Via CBS

1,745 3:50 PM - Jul 21, 2019

775 people are talking about this

Mueller Hearing: What to Ask the Special Counsel 

 

cc: @RepAdamSchiff  

@RepJerryNadler @RepSwalwell @SpeakerPelosi @TeamPelosi  

Mueller Hearing: What to Ask the Special Counsel -
The Bob Mueller Hearing gives lawmakers a chance to ask the special counsel the
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g g p
right questions. Mueller's answers could help impeach Trump

https://patribotics.blog/2019/07/20/mueller-hearing-what-to-ask-the-special-counsel/

‼ Please support "America Reads The Mueller Report" production: 

 

Cheri Jacobus
@CheriJacobus

"America Reads The Mueller Report" production 
gofundme.com/americareadsth…

459 9:39 PM - Jul 21, 2019

337 people are talking about this

"America Reads The Mueller Report" production
This is The Mueller Report. Have you read it? Could you summarize
it (without Attorney General Barr or the media’s help)?  Most
gofundme.com

Nader - Main Thread 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

George Nader  
 
George Nader, the disgraced & recently indicted child sex 
trafficker & child porn aficionado is in the thick of Team Trump 
global shenanigans from the notorious Seychelles meet to Qatar 
Blockade to Psy Group & more.  

 
MAIN THREAD

277 3:39 PM - Jul 21, 2019
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201 people are talking about this

US to deploy troops to Saudi Arabia in face of ‘credible’ regional threats 

Washington says move will provide ‘an additional deterrent’ in face of ‘emergent’

risks 

US to deploy troops to Saudi Arabia in face of 'credible' regional threats
Washington says move will provide ‘an additional deterrent’ in face of ‘emergent’
risks

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jul/20/us-to-deploy-troops-to-saudi-arabia-in-f…

‘Very substantial evidence' Trump is 'guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors,' House

Judiciary Chair says 

'Very substantial evidence' Trump is 'guilty of high crimes and misdem…
House Judiciary Chairman Jerry Nadler on Sunday said Robert Mueller's report
presents "very substantial evidence" that President Donald Trump is "guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors" -- an impeach…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/21/politics/mueller-investigation-nadler-says-evidence-tr…

Alexander Temerko presents himself as an opponent of Brexit but he’s voiced strong

support for Boris Johnson’s bid to lead Britain out of the EU, praised senior Russian

intelligence officials and spoken about his past work with the Kremlin. 
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In British PM race, a former Russian arms tycoon wields influence
Tory donor Alexander Temerko presents himself as a foe of Brexit and Putin. To
@Reuters, he’s described his ex-Kremlin ties and praised Brexit and Boris Johnson
https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/britain-eu-johnson-russian/

Netflix Takes Aim at Facebook With ‘The Great Hack 

Netflix Takes Aim at Facebook With ‘The Great Hack’
A new documentary from Karim Amer and Jehane Noujaim (“The Square”), out
July 24, explores Facebook’s role in helping get Trump elected and pushing Brexit
—among other things.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/netflix-takes-aim-at-facebook-with-the-great-hack-an-ey…

I used to work in US intel advising presidents on risk. The biggest threat to our

country today is the GOP 

 

Trump & his coterie of criminals have done more in two years to weaken the US than

the Soviet Union was able to achieve in decades 

 

By Paul Nailer 

Opinion: I used to work in US intelligence. This is the biggest threat to …
I used to help draft the National Intelligence Estimate. In case you’re not familiar
with the finer points of threat assessment within the national security apparatus, the
NIE is the big enchilada: t…

https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/trump-gop-climate-change-fbi-russia-racism-us-i…

Racism is a potent drug. It got Trump elected and could win him a 2nd term:  

 

By Montel Williams 
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Racism is a potent drug. It got Trump elected and could win him a 2nd …
Racism and single-issue voting on guns and abortion helped elect Trump, but so
did non-voters. The most important way to resist is at the ballot box.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2019/07/18/racism-is-trump-2020-strategy-resi…

‼ 2015‼  

 

Bill Clinton pictured with Jeffrey Epstein's social fixer at Chelsea's wedding AFTER

severing links with disgraced pedophile 

 

Friends in high places: Ghislaine Maxwell is a good friend of President Bill Clinton

and can  

 

H/T @a_team1983 

Bill Clinton pictured with social fixer at Chelsea's wedding
This is the society fixer alleged to have helped find underage girls for pedophile
billionaire Jeffrey Epstein - helping Bill Clinton celebrate his daughter's marriage.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2906981/Bill-Clinton-pictured-Jeffrey-Epstein-…

People who know those involved say Epstein’s connections to two U.S. presidents ran

through one bubbly British heiress: Ghislaine Maxwell 

Meet the woman who ties Jeffrey Epstein to Trump and the Clintons
Heiress Ghislaine Maxwell paved the way to presidents.

https://www politico com/story/2019/07/21/jeffrey-epstein-trump-clinton-1424120
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https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/21/jeffrey epstein trump clinton 1424120

Trump Employs an Old Tactic: Using Race for Gain 

Trump Employs an Old Tactic: Using Race for Gain
Since well before setting off a furor by telling four Democratic lawmakers of color to
“go back” to their home countries, President Trump has sought to turn racial
divisions to his advantage.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/20/us/politics/trump-race-record.html

The Shell Game: Untangling Jeffrey Epstein’s Offshore Money Web 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-19/the-shell-game-untangling-

jeffrey-epstein-s-offshore-money-web

Glen Burnie man who stole, hoarded millions of classified NSA documents sentenced

to nine years in federal prison 

Glen Burnie man who stole, hoarded millions of classified NSA docum…

A former National Security Agency contractor was sentenced Friday to nine years
in prison for stealing nearly half a billion pages of classified NSA documents over
two decades.

https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-glen-burnie-man-sent…

Tesla Inc. (TSLA - Get Report) failed to tell the police about the theft of $37 million

worth of raw materials from its Nevada factory nor about allegations that Tesla

employees were running a narcotics trafficking ring on behalf of a Mexican drug

cartel, 
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Tesla Ignored Drug Trafficking, $37 Million Theft, Whistleblower Says
Meissner Associates, who's representing Tesla whistleblower Martin Tripp, are
representing another Tesla whistleblower....TSLA

https://www.thestreet.com/technology/tesla-has-another-whistleblower-14686053

🏵Excellent Questions🏵 

Kristine Cummins
@KristineCummins

Here are some reasons why many Democrats take issue with 
Justice Democrats 
 
• Divisive Provocateurs 
• GOP & RU Weaponizes JDs 
• Alt-Right Meets Alt-Left 
• Voted With Republicans 

• Unseat Dems, Not GOP 
• Suspect Financial Dealings 
• Unhappy Constituents 
 
1/112 Here we go...

327 8:42 AM - Jul 21, 2019

213 people are talking about this

Kosovo's PM quits after being called to Hague war crimes court 

Kosovo's PM quits after being called to Hague war crimes court
Kosovo's prime minister said on Friday he was resigning because he had been
called to a war crimes court in The Hague to answer prosecutors' questions related
to Kosovo's violent independence struggl…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-kosovo-warcrimes-primeminister-idUSKCN1UE1UE

British Airways and Lufthansa abruptly suspended flights to Cairo from Saturday

over security concerns, but giving no details about what may have prompted the

move. 
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British Airways suspends flights to Cairo for seven days
British Airways and Lufthansa abruptly suspended flights to Cairo from Saturday
over security concerns, but giving no details about what may have prompted the
move.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-egypt-british-airways-idUSKCN1UF0K3

Massive protests in Russia 

 

Alexey Navalny
@navalny

ДОПУСКАЙ!  

7,210 2:57 PM - Jul 20, 2019

1,722 people are talking about this

The Soviets crashed a spacecraft onto the moon — while Apollo 11 was still there 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including

traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/history/2019/07/19/soviets-tried-beat-apollo-they-cra…

German Chancellor Angela Markel has used the 75th anniversary of the most famous

plot to assassinate Adolf Hitler to call on citizens to counter rising right-wing

extremism. 
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Merkel marks Hitler assassination bid with appeal
The German leader uses the 75th anniversary to call on citizens to counter rising
right-wing extremism.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-49056973

Hackers breach FSB contractor, expose Tor deanonymization project and more 

 

SyTech, the hacked company, was working on research projects for the FSB, Russia's

intelligence service. 

 

Hackers breach FSB contractor, expose Tor deanonymization project a…
SyTech, the hacked company, was working on research projects for the FSB,
Russia's intelligence service.

https://www.zdnet.com/article/hackers-breach-fsb-contractor-expose-tor-deanonymizat…

Russia's Secret Intelligence Agency Hacked: 'Largest Data Breach In Its History' 

 

H/T @ThomasS4217  

Russia's Secret Intelligence Agency Hacked: 'Largest Data Breach In It…
Hackers successfully targeted Russia's state security agency last week through a
major contractor, stealing and publishing details of secret internet projects including
social media scraping and Tor …

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2019/07/20/russian-intelligence-has-been-ha…

Imran Khan visits Trump’s White House amid hopes for a reset in U.S.-Pakistan ties 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics business world national news
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Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/imran-khan-visits-trumps-white-ho…

Epstein Saga Enters New Phase. Will Anyone Else Be Ensnared? 

 

Hearing is set for July 24 in long-running defamation lawsuit 

 

Claims that names of ‘prominent individuals’ may be revealed 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-21/epstein-saga-enters-new-

phase-will-anyone-else-be-ensnared

After targeting a controversial issue, foreign agents then make sure social media

accounts are in place, "to pollute those debates with bad info & make our positions

more extreme by picking fights, or 'trolling' people online," per to the DHS warning 

DHS warns of Russian efforts to divide America over pineapple pizza --…
Get breaking national and world news, broadcast video coverage, and exclusive
interviews. Find the top news online at ABC news.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/dhs-warns-russian-efforts-divide-america-pineapple-pi…

Jeffrey Epstein’s offshore fortune traced to Paradise Papers 

Jeffrey Epstein’s offshore fortune traced to Paradise Papers - ICIJ
Fresh revelations from ICIJ investigations, raise the likelihood that sex offender
Jeffrey Epstein cloaked his fortune in a series of offshore shell companies
registered in notoriously secretive tax …

https://www.icij.org/investigations/paradise-papers/jeffrey-epsteins-offshore-fortune-tra…

Arron Banks and the unofficial Brexit campaign Leave. EU have issued a legal threat

against streaming giant Netflix in relation to The Great Hack, a new documentary

about the Cambridge Analytica scandal and the abuse of personal data 
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Brexit funder Arron Banks threatens Netflix over Great Hack document…
Legal threat comes as campaigners warn UK government that courts are being
used to intimidate journalists

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2019/jul/20/arron-banks-netflix-threat-great-hac…

🏵Epstein🏵 

 

���� �� ��� 
@LuluLemew

Replying to @LuluLemew

For the work-release program, Epstein traveled not with the 
sheriff’s deputies assigned to him but with a personal driver, a 
former mixed-martial-arts fighter from Russia named IGOR 
ZINOVIEV. bloodyelbow.com/2019/7/18/2069…
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Mueller Hearing Preview: Democrats Will Focus on Trump's Obstruction 

Mueller Hearing Preview: Democrats Will Focus on Trump's Obstruction
Democrats on the House Judiciary Committee who will question former special
counsel Robert Mueller next week plan to focus on a narrow set of episodes laid
out in his report, an effort to direct Amer…
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https://www.nbcmiami.com/news/politics/Mueller-Hearing-Preview-Democrats-Will-Foc…

The U.S. Ct of App for the DC Circuit sent the case back to the U.S. District Court

judge handling the lawsuit proceedings for another look at how the untested

separation-of-powers issues at stake affect whether the case should move ahead & at

what pace. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/legal-issues/federal-judge-temporarily-halts-con…

Gold seized by NCA at Heathrow as part of international cartel investigation 

https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/news/gold-seized-by-nca-at-heathrow-as-

part-of-international-cartel-investigation

A former Credit Suisse Group AG banker admitted taking millions of dollars in

kickbacks as part of a scam that involved as much as $2 billion in loans to

Mozambique state-owned companies. 

H/T @Thomass4272 

Ex-Credit Suisse Banker Admits Kickbacks in Mozambique Scam
(Bloomberg) -- A former Credit Suisse Group AG banker admitted taking millions of
dollars in kickbacks as part of a scam that involved as much as ...

https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/bloomberg/ex-credit-suisse-banker-admits-kickbacks-in-…

The antithesis of Bolsonaro:  

 

David Miranda, a Rio de Janeiro council member & hubby Glenn Greenwald, one of

the two journalists who obtained and disseminated the trove of secret intelligence

docs stolen by Edward Snowden in 2013 
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‘The Antithesis of Bolsonaro’: A Gay Couple Roils Brazil’s Far Right
The American journalist Glenn Greenwald and his husband, Brazilian
Congressman David Miranda, have rattled Bolsonaro’s Brazil — earning praise and
scorn.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/20/world/americas/brazil-bolsonaro-greenwald.html

Florida sheriff launches investigation into handling of Epstein work release 

Florida sheriff launches investigation into handling of Epstein work rel…

A Florida sheriff on Friday launched an internal investigation into whether his
deputies properly monitored billionaire financier Jeffrey Epstein, who allegedly
made inappropriate sexual contact duri…

https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/453985-florida-sheriff-launches-investigation…

‼ The Wexner Epstein “Model” pipeline  

Immaculate LooLoo
@ImmaculateLoo

Lolz. Totally forgot about Abercrombie! Oh BOY!!! And boy do I 
mean boy @leesgirl9 @modernhomesla 
twitter.com/modernhomesla/…

Call Paul's Boutique @modernhomesla
Replying to @modernhomesla
*Bullsh¡t 
 
Jeffrey Epstein  
would charge clients  
a reported $25/yr. 
 
Epstein's wealth built on  
a bizarre relationship w  
single acknowledged client, 
Abercrombie & Fitch creator, 
Leslie Wexner#VictoriaSecret ?gawker.com/5021581/teen-l…
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West Virginia poverty gets worse under Trump economy, not better 

West Virginia poverty gets worse under Trump economy, not better
State's plight offers broader message about a U.S. economy where workers at
bottom aren't reaping rewards of growth

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/west-virginia-poverty-gets-worse-under-trump-econo…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

au dloks
@audloks59

Visually stunning, and lyrically an  
inspirational message.  
 
SPIRIT!  
Sayin' rise up 
To the light in the sky, yeah 
Let the light lift your heart up 
Burn your flame through the night 
 

youtu.be/civgUOommC8 

 
cc: @karolcummins

 YouTube  @YouTube
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Everyone in Eastern Canada today #Weather
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H/T @christowfisher 

The Butterfly Report ...
@BFlyReport

#AnimalLivesMatter #LoveOurPlanet #RespectNarure 
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